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• Quick Smart English is a topic-based English language course at various levels in line with the CEF
(Common European Framework).

• QSE uses affective, topical and sometimes controversial reading and listening material to present
and revise structures and vocabulary and to develop communication skills.

• The language structures are those found in widely-accepted international curricula.
• The topic-based vocabulary is wide-ranging and based on real-life ideas and issues.
• The learning tasks include integrated skills activities, with a particular focus on speaking.
• Integrated CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) activities are in each Unit.
• Although QSE Intermediate is not a dedicated exam preparation course, the structure and

vocabulary practice, skills work, question types and supplementary test materials are all designed
to help students prepare for international ESOL examinations.

• QSE Intermediate is designed to cover a 70-90 hour course, although it can also be used in
modules for skills development, in particular speaking practice.

QSE and the CEF

The structure and approach of the course are
based on the Council of Europe’s Common
European Framework of Reference (CEF). Like the
CEF, QSE Intermediate takes a very broad view
of what language students need to learn in order to
use a foreign language and what knowledge and
skills they need to develop in order to
communicate effectively. QSE aims to provide the
widest possible cultural context, using examples
from the great cultural diversity of global English
(British, American, Australian, South African and
others).

QSE helps to provide learners with strategies to
activate general and communicative competences in
order to carry out the activities and processes
involved in the production and reception of texts
and the construction of discourse dealing with
particular themes. 

The objectives, content and methods of QSE
follow the guidelines of the CEF, aiming to equip
students to deal with communicating in English,
not only in English-speaking countries, but also in
using the language as a lingua franca in other
countries. QSE helps students to exchange
information and ideas and to communicate their
thoughts and feelings. Its wide range of topics,
many of which are unusual in EFL courses, help
students to achieve a wider and deeper
understanding of the way other people live and
think and of their cultural heritage. The methods of
language teaching and learning with QSE are based

on the needs, motivations, characteristics and
resources of the learners themselves. The course is
above all student-centred. The language learning
activities are based on action-orientated tasks and
relevant authentic texts (oral and written). 

The topics (including the CLILmaterials) help
students to face the modern challenges of
international mobility and closer co-operation, not
only in education, culture and science but also in
trade and industry. QSE aims to promote mutual
understanding and tolerance, respect for identities
and cultural diversity through more effective
international communication.

The course visits all four Domains identified by
the CEF. The Public Domain, for example, is
represented in many Units including Environmental
issues in Unit 7, Society and Living Standards in
Unit 10 and Crime and Punishment in Unit 16.
The Personal Domain is visited in Unit 1 (Youth
Culture) and Unit 14 (Dreams and Nightmares)
among others. The Educational Domain features in
Unit 8 (Exam Pressure) and the Occupational
Domain appears in Unit 15 (Think Big!).

The CEF is a framework not only for language
learning, but also for assessment, which is central
to the methodology of QSE. Trinity College
London recognises that QSE makes a valuable
contribution to preparation for the Graded
Examinations in Spoken English (GESE) and
Integrated Skills Examination (ISE). QSE
Intermediate is also compatible with
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preparation for the Cambridge ESOL suite of
examinations, featuring a special set of exam
preparation materials at FCE (First Certificate in
English) level. Other levels of QSE are coordinated
with other Cambridge exams – QSE Pre-

Intermediate with PET level and QSE
Advanced with CAE and IELTS. The chart below
shows how the various levels of the QSE course
have been planned to match the levels of the CEF
and the requirements of international examinations.

QSE levels, the CEF and international examinations

QSE Intermediate takes students from Level B1 to B2. These are the CEF Reference Levels Global
Descriptors for the two levels. There are more detailed examples of the CEF Can-do Statements in
the four skill areas in the self-assessment charts on pages 251-255 of this book.

B1 B2

Lis
ten

ing

• I can understand the main points of clear standard
speech on familiar matters regularly encountered in
work, school, leisure etc. I can understand the main
point of many radio or TV programmes on current
affairs or topics of personal or professional interest
when the delivery is relatively slow and clear.

• I can understand extended speech and lectures and
follow even complex lines of argument provided the
topic is reasonably familiar. I can understand most TV
news current affairs programmes. I can understand the
majority of films in standard dialect.

Re
ad
ing • I can understand texts that consist mainly of high

frequency everyday or job-related language. I can
understand the description of events, feelings and
wishes in personal letters.

• I can read articles and reports concerned with
contemporary problems in which the writers adopt
particular attitudes or viewpoints. I can understand
contemporary literary prose.

Sp
ok
en

int
era

cti
on

• I can deal with most situations likely to arise whilst
travelling in an area where the language is spoken. I
can enter unprepared into conversation on topics that
are familiar, of personal interest or pertinent to
everyday life (eg family, hobbies, work, travel and
current events).

• I can interact with a degree of fluency and spontaneity
that makes regular interaction with native speakers
quite possible. I can take an active part in discussion in
familiar contexts, accounting for and sustaining my
views.

Sp
ok
en

pr
od

uc
tio

n • I can connect phrases in a simple way in order to
describe experiences and events, my dreams, hopes
and ambitions. I can briefly give reasons and
explanations for opinions and plans. I can narrate a
story or relate the plot of a book or film and describe
my reactions.

• I can present clear, detailed descriptions on a wide
range of subjects related to my field of interest. I can
explain a viewpoint on a topical issue giving the
advantages and disadvantages of various options.

Wr
iti
ng

• I can write a short, simple connected text on topics
which are familiar or of personal interest. I can write
personal letters describing experiences and
impressions.

• I can write clear, detailed text on a wide range of
subjects related to my interests. I can write an essay or
report, passing on information or giving reasons in
support of or against a particular point of view. I can
write letters highlighting the personal significance of
events and experiences.

QSE
Common
European
Framework
(CEF)

UCLES (University
of Cambridge
ESOL)

Trinity College,
London ESOL

Michigan /
HAU

TOEFL (New
TOEFL)

IELTS Edexcel London
Test of English

Quick START
English

A1-A2 KET (Key English
Test)

GESE Grade 1, 2,
3

Level (A1) 1

QSE Pre-
Intermediate

A2-B1 PET (Preliminary
English Test)

ISE 0, ISE I, GESE
Grade 4, 5, 6

BCCE 3.0 to 4.0 Level 1-2

QSE
Intermediate

B1-B2 FCE (First
Certificate in
English)

ISE II, GESE Grade
7, 8, 9

ECCE 450-525 Target
485 (NT 163)

4.0 to 5.5 Level 2-3

QSE Advanced B2-C1 CAE (Certificate in
Advanced English)

ISE III, GESE Grade
10, 11

ALCE Target 525 (NT
197)

5.5 to 6.5/7.0 Level 3-4



QSE is not designed to be a specific exam-preparation
course. But no teacher or class these days can ignore
the fact that exams are a very important and almost
unavoidable presence in the language classroom. All
international exams today have been written or have
been calibrated to fit into the levels and requirements
of the CEF. Styles of examination differ, however. As
QSE is a course with a very strong emphasis on
spoken English and the development of oral skills,
the authors decided to use the syllabus of the Trinity
College, London, GESE (Graded Examinations in
Spoken English) and ISE (Integrated Skills in
English) examinations (revised 2010). However, we
are aware that many students will take other exams, so
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there are many question types, tasks and exercises in
the Student’s Book and Workbook that provide
exam practice in all four skills for several exam types.
In addition, there are special photocopiable pages in
this Teacher’s Guide that practice the University of
Cambridge ESOL First Certificate in English– see
details below. This makes QSE an ideal course for
general study at the end of which students may go on
to take a variety of exams, including those of Trinity
and Cambridge. Many, but not all the requirements
(not for example, the poetry or phonics) of the
Cambridge International GCSE (IGCSE) are also
covered; however the speaking activates are highly
suitable for this exam.

QSE is not an exam-practice book, and students
taking any examinations, including the Cambridge
FCE, should prepare by using actual sample papers
before they sit any exams. However, QSE does provide
a great deal of practice in every skill necessary for the
FCE exam (revised 2008+).

FCE Paper 1 Reading:
Throughout QSE there are many reading
comprehension tasks. Some are in the exam format,
and some practice the same skills in similar formats.
For example, the Paper 1 Part 2 format (text with
sentences removed) is used in the reading texts of
Units 4, 5, 7, 8 and 15. In the Workbook, Progress
check 1 uses the format for Paper 1 Part 2; Progress
check 2, for Paper 1 Part 3; and Progress check 3 for
Paper 1 Part 1.

FCE Paper 2 Writing:
The Portfolio Writing section provides practice in
FCE-style writing tasks, as does the Portfolio Writing
section in the Workbook. In particular, the
Photocopiable resource pages for Units 3, 9 and 16
in this Teacher’s Guide provide guidance and tasks in
the format of the FCE exam.

FCE Paper 3 Use of English:
In every Unit of the Workbook there is practice in
FCE-style Use of English tasks. These are in
abbreviated form, as it is not necessary to practice a

complete exam paper for every activity. Each of the
FCE exam practice pages provides tasks in the format
of the Use of English paper, and covers all question
types in the revised exam 2008+.

FCE Paper 4 Listening:
Many of the listening activities in the Units are based
on FCE-style tasks. With 140 minutes of Audio
material, QSE provides ample listening material. 

FCE Paper 5 Speaking:
All the speaking activities in the main Student Book
Units practise the skills and functions necessary for the
FCE exam.  The FCE exam practice pages for Units 3,
9 and 16 offer both guidance and tasks in the precise
format of the FCE exam.

FCE Exam Practice Pages:
Teacher’s Guide has 36 photocopiable pages of
exam material, divided into Grammar Supplement
and FCE exam practice. The Grammar Supplement
consists of explanations and exercises which round out
the FCE syllabus. The photocopiable FCE exam
practice material is in the format of the Use of English
Paper. In addition, Units 3, 9 and 16 focus on the
FCE Speaking Paper 5 and Writing Paper 2. You can
use these pages at the same time as the main Units, or
separately for homework. Each set of materials can be
marked by the teacher (or students). There is a score
box on each Activity.

 QSE for exams

QSE and Cambridge FCE exam practice
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QSE and the Trinity College, London GESE and ISE exams

Because they are based on the structures, functions and subject areas of Trinity’s Intermediate (Grades 7,
8, 9) Graded Examinations in Spoken English (GESE) and Integrated Skills in English (ISEII) Examination
(covering CEF levels B2 to B2+), the Units in the QSE Intermediate coursebook provide a thorough
preparation for students wishing to take either oral or integrated skills examinations at these levels.

The READING (Activity 3 of each Unit) and LISTEN IN (Activity 5 of each Unit) sections in the book offer
the opportunity to become familiar with the vocabulary specific to the subject areas in the Trinity
examinations. Students then learn how to present and discuss their knowledge and ideas with the examiner
in CONTROVERSY (Activity 6) and YOUR TOPIC (Activity 9) in each Unit, using the structures and functions
of the appropriate grade. This preparation applies to the topic and Conversation phases of the interview
component of both GESE and ISE examinations.

In the GESE and ISE interviews, Trinity examiners will be looking for candidates to show their ability to
use a good range of the communicative skills, grammar, lexis and functions in the syllabus for the
appropriate grade, while having a sufficient grasp of English pronunciation to be intelligible to the
examiner and a more confident, fluent use of the language than at the previous level.

Students will need guidance in selecting a topic, which may be any theme that they are interested in,
knowledgeable about and able to talk readily about. In preparing the topic, candidates should be actively
discouraged from producing and memorising a written text, as this will have an adverse effect on the
candidate’s pronunciation and ability to use spontaneous spoken English. Candidates are also advised to
think carefully about the amount of material necessary for their topic, bearing in mind the time available.
They should prepare enough material to sustain a discussion of the topic for up to five minutes, but not
more. The discussion should provide opportunities for the candidate to use the language of the specific
grade, eg at Grade 8 or ISE II, exponents of reported speech and the present perfect continuous tense.

In the Topic phase of the Trinity Intermediate exams the candidate needs to be prepared to:
• communicate facts, ideas, opinions and viewpoints linked across a series of extended turns
• maintain coherence and cohesion throughout the phase by organising the discourse
• engage the examiner in discussion of the topic
• ask and answer questions about the content of and views about the topic

Candidates may like to take with them into the exam one or more pictures, photos, models or other
suitable objects to illustrate their prepared topics.

The INTERACTIVE TASK in the coursebook (Activity 9 in some of the Units – see the Speaking column of
the Contents list on pages 4-7 of the Student’s Book) gives students the opportunity to prepare for the
Interactive Task phase of the GESE and ISE exams at this level. Here candidates are expected to be able to:

• initiate the discourse (after a preliminary prompt by the examiner)
• maintain the discourse by asking for information and commenting on the responses
• take, give up and offer turns as appropriate
• take the opportunity to use exponents of the functions of the grade 

This task in particular marks the transition from the Pre-Intermediate stage by putting more responsibility
on the candidate for initiating and maintaining the discourse.

QSE Intermediate also provides ongoing guidance in the writing skills needed to tackle the Portfolio
tasks and Controlled Written examination of the ISE. On page 6 of this Introduction, under the heading
PORTFOLIO WRITING (Activity 7) you will find details of what this element of the ISE consists of. There is
also a requirement for candidates to talk to the examiner about one or more of their pieces of Portfolio
Writing, giving more details about what they have written. In the ISE Controlled Written examination,
which takes place at the candidates’ place of learning, before the examiner comes to mark the Portfolio
and interview the candidates, they are expected to complete a Reading into Writing task which requires
them to read a text of about 300 words and use their understanding to complete the accompanying Writing
task, as well as an additional writing task of one of the types covered in the Portfolio.

Rosemary Harris, Trinity Examiner

Teacher’s GuideQSE Intermediate



QSE and CLIL 

One of the most significant aims of recent
educational thinking in many countries has been to
make learning a relevant preparation for the
students’ real lives in the widest sense. This can
mean relevance not just to vocational training but
also to personal development, citizenship, further
education and the use of information technology.
In addition, education reforms in many countries
now encourage a greater emphasis on political,
economic, historical and cultural world awareness,
as globalisation affects everyone’s lives. 
QSE features a cross-curricular CLIL (Content

and Language Integrated Learning) topic as part of
every Unit. Some of these are traditional school
subjects like Chemistry, Physics, Geography and
History. Others reflect the nature of the modern
syllabus with subjects like economics, literature,
design and media studies. The course approach to
CLIL also reaches out more widely to embrace a
range of topics that interest and are useful to students
even if they are not being formally studied. These
include ideas such as Psychology, Ecology, Human
Rights, Astronomy and English for Academic
Purposes. In QSE, CLIL is truly integrated so that it
becomes a natural part of what we use language for –
talking about the things that interest us.

The objective of the cross-curricular sections in
this book is not to add to the students’ own
knowledge of science, history or geography. Instead
it is to equip students with an English language
strategy (and the relevant conceptual and linguistic
tools) so that they can extend their understanding
of the world through the use of a foreign language.
It is not aiming to teach geography to the students
– they are probably already learning that separately.
It is intending to give them the equipment to
combine their language studies with their other
subject areas.

“CLIL is an approach to bilingual education in
which both curriculum content – such as Science
or Geography – and English are taught together…..
Hence it is a means of teaching curriculum subjects
through the medium of the language still being
learned….. CLIL can also be regarded the other way
round – as a means of teaching English through
study of a specialist content.  … CLIL is
compatible with the idea of JIT education (‘just in
time learning’) and is regarded by some of its
practitioners as the ultimate communicative
methodology” (David Graddol, English next, British
Council, 2006).

QSE  and Multiple Intelligences

The theory of Multiple Intelligences, first posited
by Dr Howard Gardner in 1983 and modified
many times since then, has divided teachers and
educators as much as it has brought them together.
But this is really a matter of the details. Most
educational theorists now agree that the long-
established methods of teaching and testing, which
only appealed to a learner’s linguistic or logical-
mathematical intelligences, work well for some
students but exclude others whose intelligences are
of a different type. 

What we have tried to do in this book is
address certain other aspects of the theory,
particularly the distinction between interpersonal
and intrapersonal intelligences. Students do not
always want to interact with each other and

provision needs to be made for ‘lone’ activities as
well as pair and group work. However, we also feel
that the notion of bodily-kinaesthetic intelligence
is a key factor in language learning and enjoyment
of the process. But as these are choices and
decisions which are best made by the teacher,
activities that involve sharing, moving around to
find the answers with other students, participating
and mingling have been included here in the
Teacher’s Guide rather than on the pages of the
Student’s Book.

Auditory learners will find plenty of stimulation
in the 140 minutes of varied audio material on the
two CDs. Visual learners will find that QSE is
lavishly illustrated with photos that make the texts
come alive. Most of the photographs are authentic
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news pictures and there are Picture notes that
describe the back story to many illustrations in the
Unit-by-Unit part of the guide.

We have also tried to balance giving teachers
and learners what they like, expect and are used to
and giving them something new and different,
without making them alarmed or uncomfortable.

The principles of Accelerated Learning also inform
what we write, particularly ideas of multi-sensory
teaching and learning and, in particular, how
teachers can pay more attention to their students’
physical and emotional well-being.  Many of these
ideas are here in the Teacher’s Guide rather than
on the Student’s Book pages.

English as a meme

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) represents an evolution in second language
acquisition. It is an idea that is changing the way people learn English. One of the key concepts of
CLIL is that, by changing the context in which a foreign language is learned, teachers can make it
more relevant to the students’ needs and thus more readily acquired.

In 1976, Professor Richard Dawkins of Oxford University suggested that there are units of cultural
inheritance and transfer which he called ‘memes’. He suggested that they work in a way that is
similar to the way that genes pass on biological information. Memes are ideas (such as the ‘Earth is
flat’) or fashions (like short skirts) or skills (such as skiing), which can be rapidly transmitted from one
person to another. 

The skill of speaking English as a foreign or second language is now a globally successful idea, or a
meme. Over a billion people worldwide are learning English as a Foreign Language. Dawkins and
others think that memes reproduce by both mutation and recombination, rather like genes in process
of biological evolution itself. A mutation in thought may take centuries to take root. For example,
Leonardo da Vinci’s ideas on mechanical flight never caught on in the fifteenth century because the
technical environment of the time could not support them. Five hundred years later, the meme of
flight is so commonplace we hardly question it.

Memes are also propagated by recombination, such as when existing ideas and skills come up
against a new environment and adapt rapidly to suit it. Thus, mobile phones and the internet have
dramatically changed the ways in which people communicate. We still talk and write, but now we do
this instantly with people anywhere in the world. The result is an explosion of global communication –
an extremely successful meme, evolved to fit the 21st century environment.

CLIL may be another example of memetic recombination. The learning environment is filled with
subjects like Geography, History and Physics. If language learning moves into these new environments,
it becomes an improved meme — one that combines old ways of teaching with new situations and
thus provokes students to acquire improved skills and new ideas. 

Students not only learn about the subject of Geography or Maths with CLIL, they also turn the
process upside down and learn the language from the subject. If they are already learning geography,
discussing it in English enables them to recombine the subject with the second language, producing a
form of learning that is better adapted to their environment. It’s more fun, more relevant and more
motivating, and like a gene or a meme, more successful.

Teacher’s GuideQSE Intermediate
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QSE Intermediate – the course at-a-glance
QSE Intermediate consists of 19 separate Units of six-pages each, plus various additional materials, such as
Extended Reading, Exam Practice and Language Banks. Every Unit of the course works in the same way.
The same ingredients appear in the same order in each Unit. The activities are explained with an intentionally
limited repertoire of rubrics, which are repeated throughout. The activities are varied, but the instructions are
kept as simple and similar as possible. This means that students only have to learn how to use the course once
in the first Unit, and can then expect the same structure in the rest of the Units. This makes it exceptionally
clear and user-friendly, further defining the student-centred approach of the whole course.

Scope and sequence of the course:

Student’s Book Contents p4-7 Teacher’s Guide Materials Map p4-7 Workbook p3
Every Unit consists of:
4 Student’s Book pages in colour

Page 1: Page 2: Page 3: Page 4:
Preview: Words, Reading Listening, CLIL,
Grammar, Ideas Speaking Speaking, Writing Speaking
2 Workbook pages and Role cards for every Unit

Page 1: Page 2: Role cards 2 Audio CDs
Grammar explanations Use of English exercises For every Unit in CD1 (Blue) Listening + Unit 0
and exercises Connections, Writing the Workbook CD2 (Red) Reading

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

QSE Intermediate     CONTENTS

4

Mr and Ms
Right1

Youth culture Is the internet
a good place
to meet
people?

Relationships,
online dating:
advantages and
dangers

1  Asking for and giving
advice and suggestions  

2  Asking for and giving
opinions 

3  Filling pauses 

should,
ought to,
could,  
you’d better 

Bright
lights, 
big city     

Country and
city life

Is life better
in the city?

Living in 
San Francisco 
and New York
compared

4  Comparing and
contrasting 

5  Asking for clarification
Comparatives
with
modifiers

Fame and
fortune

Public figures
and celebrity

What is the
price of fame?

Plusses and
minuses of being as
famous as Nicole
Kidman, Einstein or
Madonna

6  Expressing possibility
and uncertainty  

7  Expressions used to 
gain time for thought 

may, might

Animal
passions

Environmental
concerns

Do animals
have feelings?

Animal
behaviour: the
emotions of whales,
dolphins and
elephants

8  Expressing feelings and
emotions

9  Ways of agreeing and
disagreeing

Relative
clauses;
definite
article

Did it
really
happen?

Early
memories 

How well do
we remember
things?

Recollections of
a happy life, by
Annie L. Burton, 
ex-slave, USA

10  Talking about past 
habits

11  Hesitation fillers 
Would,
used to,
past perfect

You are
being
watched

Technology Is security
more
important
than privacy?

Underwater
surveillance device
saves lives in
swimming pools

12  Asking about and
describing pictures 

Present and
past simple
passives

Oil crisis

Extended
reading 1

Environmental
issues

Love and
romance

What will we
do when the
oil runs out?

When will we
reach Peak Oil?
When will oil run
out? Alternative
energy sources

13  Speculating
14  Future time expressions

when, unless,
in case,
zero and first
conditionals

Exam
pressure

Education Why are
students so
stressed?

Exam pressure
on Korean students
causes some to
commit suicide

15  Persuading and
encouraging 

16  Giving examples
Second
conditional  

Give
peace a
chance

Personal
values and
ideals

Can we stop
wars?

Interview with
inventor of AK-47
rifle, Mikhail
Kalashnikov

17  Cohesive words Cohesive
devices 

I must
have one
of those

Society and
living
standards 

How much is
enough?

Rich family from
London downshifts
to the simple life in
Wales

18  Expressing wishes and
hopes

19  Checking that you
understood what 
someone said

Verb patterns
after wish
and hope 

Unit Title Subject The BIG 
question

Functions,
Language Banks

Grammar Reading

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

10

11

Captain Corelli’s
Mandolin, by Louis
de Bernieres

CD 2, track3

8
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Photocopiable Resources (in this Teacher’s Guide) for each Unit:

Plus various other resources:

Language Banks, on the The Language Banks are also in 
Student’s Book cover flaps the Workbook with exercises
3 Extended Reading sections 3 Progress Checks

Audio texts Unit-by-Unit Glossary
(CD 1 Listening) in the Student’s Book

8
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Supplementary
Grammar
(pages 190-204)

Cambridge FCE Exam practice
materials (pages 205-225)

Quick Smart
Tests 1-18
(pages 226-243)

CD1 (Blue)
Listening also
contains both 
the Reading 
and Listening
passages for 
Unit 0 (Zero)



QSE Intermediate – guide to the Unit structure

The 4 pages of each Unit in the Student’s Book consist of:
Student’s Book Page 1:

Cross-reference to
Workbook grammar
Explanation and
exercises.

Ideas

Personalised and intercultural speaking activities
based on the new vocabulary. Introduction to
thinking about the reading text on the next page.

Introduction
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What’s new?

Subjects, functions and
language introduced in
the Unit.

1 The BIG question
Grabs the attention of
the students.

FACT

An amazing or amusing
fact to engage
immediate attention on
the topic.

2 PREVIEW

Words

Pre-teaching of new
vocabulary using word
fields and collocations.
Developing new and
wider lexis for the
students is an
important element of
the course.

Language

Inductive grammar
activities, cross-
referenced to grammar
explanations and
exercises in the
Workbook.

QSEQSE



Student’s Book Page 2:

Comprehension
questions on the
reading texts(s).

Teacher’s GuideQSE Intermediate
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3 READING  �

Text(s) with track
number (�) for audio
CD 2 Reading. Students
can either just read or
follow the CD. High
degree of authenticity
in all the texts.

4 TALK ABOUT IT

Discussion and chance to
activate new language
functions with the help of
Language Banks.

Pre-reading questions
(reading for gist;
prediction, personal
reaction).

The photographs and illustrations
are an important aid to learning.
They provide talking points, aid
understanding and motivate
students to read the text.

Texts are from authentic
sources. Some have been
adopted to reflect the
structures, functions and
vocubulary of the Unit.

Reading for gist,
specific information
and reading for detail.



Student’s Book Page 3:
5 LISTEN IN  �

Listening material
with track (�)
number for audio
CD 1 Listening.

Illustrations aid
understanding and
improve motivation to
listen and also form
the basis of activities.

Pre-listening activities
(pre-discussion of
the general topic,
prediction, pre-
teaching of
vocabulary).

Listening
comprehension
questions (listening
for gist and listening
for detail; personal
reactions and
opinions).

6 CONTROVERSY

Role play and discussion using the
language and functions introduced
in the Unit, based on the Role
cards in the Workbook.

7 PORTFOLIO WRITING

Writing activities in the style of
the Trinity examinations, with
guidance to help students get the
most out of the questions.

Introduction
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Student’s Book Page 4:

10 Your answer:
Questions with suggested
models to help answer The BIG
question that opened the Unit.

Teacher’s GuideQSE Intermediate
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8 CLIL TOPIC in

English
A cross-curricular topic
connected with the
Unit. Comprehension,
specialist vocabulary
questions and other
CLIL activities using the
cross-curricular
material presented.
Charts, diagrams, maps
and illustrations in the
style used in the cross-
curricular subject area.

9 CONVERSATION, YOUR

TOPIC, INTERACTIVE

TASK

Speaking activities
based on three
different parts of the
Trinity GESE exam. Each
Unit has one of the
three possible types of
activity. The Language
Banks help with
functions.



Workbook Page 1:
Unit number
Page cross-reference to Student’s Book

1 Language

Grammar explanations and examples with exercises based on language
presented in the Unit. Presentation in the Student’s Book Unit is
inductive. Students can then refer to these pages for explanations and
exercises. In some cases there is more than one grammar point explained
and practiced. There are Supplementary Grammar points (explanation
and exercises) available as photocopiable pages in this Teacher’s Guide.

Workbook Page 2:
2 Use of English

This section uses the various formats of the Cambridge FCE Paper 3 Use
of English. There are shortened versions of exercises from all five parts
of the Paper. Sentences and structures are based on material in the Unit.

3 Portfolio Writing

Exam-style writing activities.

4 Connections 

Prepositions and opposites, language awareness, idioms, collocations and
vocabulary building.

Role cards
Photocopiable Resources for each Unit:

6 CONTROVERSY

In every Unit of the Student’s Book, in
Activity 6 there is a brief description of a
Role play. This description is set out in full
in the Workbook, where each student in the
pair or the group is given a part to play.
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QSE Intermediate – how the sections of each Unit work

Map of the course

Student’s Book, Contents pages 4-7. See also
Teacher’s Guide, Materials Map pages 4-7.
The syllabus of QSE Intermediate is based on
an extensive survey of current international
standards in EFL teaching. Increasingly these are
based on the CEF, or, if non-European, they are
now being aligned with it (for example the
University of Michigan examinations). The
functional, structural and topical basis of the course
is the syllabus of Trinity College, London, but it
also takes into account the requirements of the
University of Cambridge ESOL syllabus.

Given that communicative competence is
one of the main aims of the QSE course, care has
been taken not to overload the students with
grammar. However, extra language work is available
in the Teacher’s Guide, with a photocopiable
page of Supplementary Grammar for each Unit.
The Student’s Book takes care to concentrate on
skills work, particularly speaking. 

The Contents pages show the scope and
sequence of the whole book as well as each Unit,
with headings for Topic (or Subject), The BIG
question, Functions (Language Banks),
Grammar, Reading, Listening, Speaking,
Writing and CLIL. These pages can be used as a
quick reference for both students and teachers,
including a list of CD tracks for both CDs.

Student’s Book Units
The colour pages of the Student’s Book Units
contain all the main language input material of the
course. The authors have chosen to have many short
Units, rather than a few long ones, so there is lots of
variety and interest for students of widely different
tastes. There are 18 Units, plus three Extended
Reading sections. There is also a series of
Language Banks, examples of functional language
presented in meaningful and useful written or
spoken examples. The Language Banks are on
fold-out cover flaps for easy reference in class when
students are working on any Unit. The functions
chosen for these Language Banks are taken from

the Trinity College GESE syllabus, Grades 7, and
9. The format of each Unit is as follows:

Unit title and What’s new?

Student’s Book Page 1
The title gives a clue to the Unit topic, and the
What’s new? box tells you what the Unit covers.
All three areas – Subject, Function and Grammar –
are in the Trinity College GESE syllabus, and they
are also to be found in many other curricula and
the CEF.

Before you open the book …

At the beginning of the notes to every Unit in this
Teacher’s Guide, there is a suggested activity for
something you can do before you open the book.
We appreciate that teachers all have their own ways
of approaching new material, and that they have an
unrivalled awareness of how their students cope
best when confronted with new lexis and grammar.
However, we have added a suggestion here which
we feel will enhance the students’ interest in and
appreciation of the material they find in the
opening spread of the Unit. 

1 The BIG question  and FACT box

Every Unit begins and ends with an important
question related to the topic. The question is
intended to immediately grab the attention of the
students. They are not asked to give an opinion at
this stage. It is simply there to make them think. At
the end of the Unit, after consideration of the
evidence in the Unit and consultation with other
students about their opinions, the class will be much
more prepared and confident to answer the question. 
Using The BIG question:
• Read the question out. Check students

understand it by asking questions. 
• Elicit answers.
• Ask students to write a 1-2 sentence answer in

their notebooks. 
• Tell them that at the end of the Unit you will

ask them to reread their answers and see if they
have changed their minds.
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There is also a boxed FACT at the beginning of the
Unit. Wherever possible, the FACT is informative
and / or surprising, There are occasionally amusing
facts, such as in Unit 3 Fame and fortune, which
reads as follows: 
A series of robberies at the houses of rich and famous
people became known as the Hello! Burglaries, because
celebrities were robbed after appearing in Hello!
Magazine.
Using the FACT box:
• Read the FACT out or ask students to read it

silently.
• Teach new vocabulary items and ask questions

to check comprehension. 
• If you do not want to exploit the FACT, you

can simply tell students it is something for
them to think about.

• Alternatively, you can use the question to
stimulate interest in the topic by asking questions,
for example: What’s your reaction to this? Does this
surprise you? Why / why not? If you do this, spend
only one or two minutes eliciting answers and
don’t worry about correcting mistakes. 

2 PREVIEW

The PREVIEW section prepares students for the
reading and speaking tasks on the next page. It
consists of three parts, Words, Language and Ideas.
Words

This section presents and highlights words that
appear in the READING text on page 2, and also
adds other related vocabulary. This is vocabulary
that the students need to help them deal with the
Reading text and it appears with words from the
same context, providing students with a wider
lexical set. Students are often encouraged to provide
words they already know at this stage, as well. The
words section is accompanied by two to four
interesting photographs, providing stimulus for
activation of the new words. 
Using PREVIEW Words:
• Put students into pairs and ask them to work

through the activities, looking up new
vocabulary where necessary. 

• Elicit answers and teach new vocabulary,
writing new language on the board.

• Alternatively, go through the activities with the
whole class. Either read out the activities
yourself or ask different students to read them
out. As you go through the activity, ask
questions to check comprehension and teach
new vocabulary. Give students time to think
about their answers before eliciting them.

Language

In this section, sentences from the Reading text on
page 2 are highlighted because of the grammatical
structure(s) they contain. Wherever possible, new
grammar items are dealt with inductively. This
means that we offer clues about how the structure
works, and students embark on a voyage of
discovery. Not all grammar can be taught in this
way, but when it can be, students can only benefit
from discovery learning. By working it out for
themselves they are much more likely to put the
ideas into their long-term memories. 

It may be that the structure material is new to
the students, or it may be revision. It is possible that
the structure items in the first few Units (should /
ought to, comparatives, may / might) are revision
items for your students, and structure items later in
the book are new. Only you know the realities for
your class. Therefore, we will make a suggestion for
the aspects of the structure item that you need to
revise or present so that students can deal with the
material they encounter later in the Unit.

This section is cross-referenced to the
Workbook, where there is an explanation with
exercises. If you wish, you can at this point spend
some time working on the structure practice
material you will find there.
Using PREVIEW Language:
• If the language is new to the students, it’s

probably best to read out the sentences and
questions that follow. Ask questions to check
comprehension and teach any new vocabulary.
Ask students to think about their answers to the
inductive questions. You may want to put them
in pairs to discuss their answers. Then read out
the questions again and elicit answers. If
necessary, give the answer yourself. Use the
answers to highlight both the concepts behind the
structures and the way the structure is formed. 
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• If the language is revision, you can simply ask
students to read the section and think about
their answers. Again, you may prefer for
students to do this activity in pairs. Then
continue as outlined above.

Ideas

Other phrases and sentences from the Reading text
are highlighted here, for their ideas content rather
than for any grammatical structure they may
contain. In other words, students are given a
preview of some of the facts and opinions that may
appear in the Reading text. In this way, we balance
the preparation of the structure content and ideas
content of the Reading text.

The Reading texts are often about controversial
subjects, so students should be aware that the ideas
expressed here are not necessarily mainstream, and
are certainly not intended as standard opinion in the
English-speaking world. For example, in Unit 3
Fame and fortune, the following sentence appears in
the Ideas section: Fans may decide that they have a
‘special’ relationship with you. They may stalk you and
climb into your bedroom. This may read like an
endorsement of stalking and similar behaviour! This
of course is not the intention. Students may express
surprise at the ideas expressed in this section. The
important thing is, as with the Language section
before it, this activity will allow them to read the
Reading text with more confidence. 

In many places throughout the book, students
are invited to speculate on the possible meaning of
an idea, why the writer said it. The language of
speculation can become complicated: The writer
might be describing or The writer might have been
unhappy about… Students of this level may have
problems with this kind of utterance. We
recommend that you encourage them simply to
start their replies with, Maybe….. In the example
just quoted, the student could say: Maybe the writer
is describing… or Maybe the writer was unhappy
about …. It helps if you the teacher do the same
thing when you are offering your ideas. 

Using PREVIEW Ideas:
• Read out the sentences and questions, or ask

students to read them out. Ask questions to
check comprehension and teach new vocabulary. 

• Put students in pairs to discuss their answers.
Alternatively, give them time to think about
their answers. 

• Elicit answers. Encourage brief discussion and
correct major errors.

3 READING �

Student’s Book Page 2
Each of the next three pages of each Unit has a
main feature, plus one or two other activities. The
main feature of this page is the Reading text. There
is a red CD symbol  (�) next to the title of this

section. It shows the CD track number for the
audio recording of the text on CD 2 Reading.
At the beginning of the Unit-by-Unit teaching
notes on this section, there is a box of Key words
and expressions. These are words your students
need to know, or will have to work out the
meanings of, in order to get the most out of the
activity. There are occasional notes with this box,
suggesting words and expressions that you may
want to focus on before the students read the text.
There are similar boxes for the listening and CLIL
activities later in the Unit (Activity 8). It is possible
that teachers may skip one or more of the activities
in a Unit and, for this reason, the same words may
appear in more than one box. Words may appear in
key words boxes in more than one Unit.
• The text is designed to give students practice in

the skill of reading. It also aims to present the
target structure and vocabulary in context, and
provide students with material to help them
deal with later activities in the Unit, including
YOUR ANSWER (Activity 10) to The BIG
question at the end.
The reading topics have been chosen in line

with the specifications of the Trinity College
spoken exams and other curricula. The text is
sometimes divided into sections to make reading
more manageable. Thanks to the PREVIEW
preparatory work, students should be in a position
to deal with the passage confidently, so first
reading can be done quite quickly. Students
should try to grasp the overall gist of the text and
not worry at this stage if they don’t understand
everything. There is usually a reading for gist
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exercise to help students with the overall meaning.
The exercises which follow are designed to get
students to re-read the passage for more detailed
understanding.

The material in the Reading texts is mainly
from authentic sources – print and online
(newspapers, magazines, websites, advertising). In
some cases, the material has been modified so that
it contains the target structure items. These
modifications never change the original flavour and
feel of the text, and we avoid forcing multiple
examples of a structure into a Reading text, to
avoid what is sometimes called TEFLese.

We have chosen Reading texts which may
occasionally shock or surprise, but which will
always draw the attention of the reader. Students
want to find out more after seeing the visuals and
reading the headline and the first few lines of text.
The notion of grabbing the attention of the reader
through the triple attraction of image, headline and
affective first paragraph is a fundamental principle
behind all kinds of journalism and creative writing.
It also provides a strong motivation to read ELT
materials as well.

Some of the texts offer a variety of different
political, moral and philosophical standpoints. For
example, one part of the reading material in Unit
13 is an advertisement for bear-hunting in the
Kamchatka Peninsula in Eastern Russia. It contains
the line: Kamchatka gives you a unique opportunity
to shoot a huge brown bear, the dream of every real
sportsman. Lines like this in QSE are always
authentic!

The Reading text is accompanied by standard
examination-style activities and exercises.
Using the comprehension activities:
• Read out the questions or ask students to read

them silently. Ask questions to check
comprehension. 

• Put students into pairs or small groups to
discuss their answers. Alternatively, give
students time to think about their answers
individually. Elicit answers, giving the answer
yourself if necessary. Where appropriate, ask
students to justify their answers by quoting the
relevant sentence(s) from the text. 

Reading in class:
Most students like reading in class. It’s more
predictable and less challenging than listening,
speaking and writing. Often it’s a chance for them
to work by themselves, which is a welcome break
for the ones who find the whole English-only
classroom process a bit overwhelming. Plus, they
can always do some pre-reading work of their
own, which usually means going through a
reading text with a bilingual dictionary. You can
often see students doing this at the start of the
class. There’s absolutely nothing wrong with this.
It shows a commendable desire to be ready for the
activity. 

From our experience of watching classes in
many different countries, there are some techniques
for reading activities which we really admire and
some we aren’t sure about.

All the activities listed below are things we’ve
seen. Just because we aren’t sure about something
doesn’t mean you shouldn’t do it!
We like these reading ideas:
• When students are asked to read a text at home

and do some preparatory work of their own,
and then come to class with questions about the
content.

• When the teacher pre-teaches certain words and
expressions in a dialogue of discovery with the
class, and then the students read the text in
silence.

• When students work in pairs or groups with a
new text, using prior knowledge, dictionaries,
and questions to the teacher.

• When the teacher cuts the text into small
pieces, a paragraph for example, and gives each
piece to a different group. The different group
work on their fragment of text and then tell the
rest of the class about it. One of them can read
it aloud, as long as the others can’t see the text
themselves (see below for more thoughts about
reading aloud in class). 

The aim of all the above activities should be to
bring the class to a point where they can deal with
the reading tasks in the book. Several of our pre-
reading tasks in the book aim to help the above
processes.
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We are not sure about these ideas:
• Asking students to read aloud in class –

particularly when they are sitting in rows so
that all most of the students can see are the
backs of the heads of the students in front of
them. It’s impossible to understand what people
are saying, even if they are speaking clearly,
which most students don’t. It is a very
dispiriting experience to sit in a class where this
is happening if you haven’t got a book. Does
this mean students shouldn’t read in class? No.
But it’s better if they read to each other in small
groups, and when one student is reading, the
others should close their books.

• Sometimes teachers read a passage, or ask
students to read, and stop after a sentence
containing a new or unknown word. The
teacher asks, ‘What does X mean?’. Again, there
is nothing wrong with the principle behind
identifying problem vocabulary. But sometimes
the words defy simple definition – even by a
native speaker. 

How to solve this problem? Read the ideas that we
like (above)! 

4 TALK ABOUT IT

This section is an innovative way of combining the
chance to discuss the topic and also activate some
key functional language. TALK ABOUT IT offers
various ways of giving your opinion, and is cross-
referenced to the numbered Language Banks
(LBs) which appear on the covers of the book and
in the Workbook with exercises.

Before you ask students to try to carry out this
task, go through the relevant LB with them. But
bear in mind that the LB function will probably
only be appropriate for one of the questions in this
section.

It is also important to bear in mind that with
any productive task, speaking or writing,
successful completion of the task is more
important than actually using the target
functional language. In other words, if students
carry out the task successfully, but don’t use any
of the target expressions, this is not a reason to
criticise them!

Using TALK ABOUT IT:
• Go through the relevant LB. Either read out the

sentences yourself or ask students to read it out.
Teach new language. 

• You may want students to complete the short
exercise that follows the LB in the Workbook,
as a check on comprehension. Check their
answers.

• Read out the questions or ask students to read
them out. Check comprehension by asking
questions. 

• Put students in pairs or small groups to discuss
their answers. As students talk, walk round and
listen to students, noting major errors.
Alternatively, give students time to think about
their answers individually.

• Elicit answers and encourage discussion. Make
notes of students’ major errors, particularly
errors involving the target structure and
vocabulary items. It’s probably best to point out
major errors after the discussion and write the
correct versions on the board.

• It can prove to be very helpful, in a follow-up
session, to briefly go through the activity again
as a way of revising the language.

5 LISTEN IN �

Student’s Book Page 3
The main features of this page are the activities
which relate to the listening text. There is a blue
CD symbol (�), next to the title which shows the

track number on CD 1 Listening. The Audio
script for each of the recordings is in the
Workbook. In the Unit-by-Unit notes of this
Teacher’s Guide, there is a box of Key words
and expressions, the words your students need to
know or will have to work out the meanings of in
order to get the most out of the activity. There are
notes suggesting words and expressions that you
may want to focus on before the students listen.

Listening is a vitally important language skill
and it is important that listening material should
sound authentic as well as interesting. However, we
appreciate that listening can be quite arduous for
the students. To begin with, listening to a CD
player on the teacher’s desk is not the same as
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listening to a real native speaker. Also, the quality of
the sound may be affected by the machine it is
played on and the room it is played in. Often the
speed of the delivery is daunting for students, and
sometimes they lose the thread of the meaning and
find it hard to pick it up again. Students may be
helped by downloading the audio recordings from
the CD to their own personal stereos.

Slowing down the texts to an artificially degree
is not the answer – this does not prepare students
for real listening experiences. What we try to do in
QSE is present focused pre-listening activities,
which make the listening experience a successful
one. Often there is more than one pre-listening task.

In our view, it is pointless to make the listening
tasks so challenging that students lose both
confidence and motivation. As with the
presentation of the reading material, the listening
preparation tasks are designed to motivate students
to listen with a purpose.

Whilst the listening texts are all studio-
recorded, the text types are authentic and varied –
from street vox pop, where members of the public
give their opinions, to interviews with experts, radio
reportage and discussions. Whilst all factual
information in the listening is to the best of our
knowledge accurate, the texts may contain some
non-standard opinions. For example in Unit 2
Bright lights, big city, people in the street give their
views on immigration, some of which are quite
extreme.

There are usually four to five activities in the
LISTEN IN section. The first activity prepares
students for the listening passage, often by focusing
on key vocabulary items that will appear in the
passage.  The second and third activities are
comprehension activities based on the listening
passage. The first of these activities focuses on the
gist of the passage, while the second deals with
more detailed comprehension. The final activity /
activities are speaking activities based on topics
arising from the passage. 

Using LISTEN IN: 
• Pre-listening activity / activities: Ask

students to go through the activity, either singly

or in pairs. If you want, ask them to look up
new vocabulary in their dictionaries.  Then
check answers, teaching new vocabulary where
necessary. 

• Listening for gist activities: Read out the
questions and check students understand them.
Play the tape – you will probably need to play
it twice. Elicit answers. If necessary, play
relevant sections of the tape to elicit the correct
answers.

• Detailed comprehension activities: Go
through the procedure described above.

• Speaking activities: Put students in pairs or
small groups to discuss the questions. Walk
round and listen to students. Alternatively, give
students time to think about their answers.
Then elicit answers and encourage discussion.
Make notes of major errors and offer
corrections after the discussion. 

6 CONTROVERSY

This is one of the most innovative sections of the
QSE Student’s Book. It is essentially an
opinionated Role play, on a subject related to the
listening passage or topic of the Unit. The roles are
explained in abbreviated form on the page of the
Student’s Book, and in more detail but in simple
language on Role cards, which are in the
Workbook. The cards also suggest useful phrases
that students can use in their roles. Students need
to have the Role cards in front of them to be able
to familiarise themselves fully with their role. There
is a cross-reference from the Student’s Book to the
Workbook. If you do not want the students to
know the roles of others, it is a good idea to
photocopy the Role cards and cut them up, so that
each student only receives his or her actual role. 

There are two general points to make about this
activity. The first is, how do you end an open-
ended discussion, argument or Role play situation?
In Unit 4 for example, the roles are of an animal
rights activist and a medical research scientist. In
this case, the roles mirror the characters that the
class heard having an argument in the listening
activity. It is clear that these people will never agree
about anything. The answer to this question is in
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the timing. Give students a very small amount of
time to do the activity. You can tell them that they
only have say five minutes (in fact you may give
them more, especially if they are doing well), but it
concentrates the mind to know that time is limited. 

The second point can be more problematic. In
almost every case, students are being asked to take
on the role of someone who may be outside their
experience and, more important, who may have
opinions and beliefs which are not be the same as
their own. There are two ways to deal with this: (a)
tell students that they don’t have to play the role if
they feel uncomfortable with it; (b) tell them to try
the role anyway, as it will be good communication
skills practice and may come in useful in an
examination. 

The problem with the first of these solutions is
that a lazy class can end up doing nothing at all!
The problem with the second is that students may
feel upset about having to express certain opinions,
especially if there are cultural reasons why they
object to taking a certain role. The teacher will
know where there are sensitivities, and could opt to
omit this activity, if it is too controversial. But
controversy is the name of the activity!

Even so, we feel that the second option is the
better one, and students can be mollified by
knowing that the tasks are designed in a very
systematic way to help them with their fluency. 
Using CONTROVERSY:
• Make sure each of the students has his or her

Role card, either in the Workbook, or as a
photocopy. 

• Read out the rubric, which summarises the Role
play.

• Divide students into pairs or groups, according
to the numbers needed in the Role play. Assign
students roles as A, B or C, as suggested on the
Role card.

• Teach new vocabulary necessary for the Role play.
• Ask students to read the Role cards. Ask

questions to check comprehension.
• Point out the suggested phrases on the Role

cards and ask students to read them carefully.
But tell them they don’t have to use them! They
can use their own words if they like.

• Students perform the Role play. Encourage them
to enjoy themselves! Walk round and listen.

• Ask one or two groups to perform their Role
play for the class. While they do this, ask
students to note down two things that they
really liked about the Role play and two
mistakes that they noticed.

• Ask the class for their comments, both positive
and negative. 

• Ask students for their real opinions!

7 PORTFOLIO WRITING

This section provides guidance for the students to
carry out writing tasks. The tasks include emails,
postcards, letters, articles, reports and creative
writing.  The key word here is guidance. There are
clear examples of the kind of writing required on
the page itself, especially at the beginning of the
book. It is our belief that there is no value in asking
people to write if you don’t offer them a model to
work from. PORTFOLIO WRITING is a student-
centred activity that many teachers and learners will
find motivating and creative.
Using PORTFOLIO WRITING:
• Explain the task.
• Go through the guidance section, asking

questions to check comprehension.
• You may want students to do the writing task

in class. It can be very helpful for them to do
the task in pairs. Alternatively, you can give it
to them for homework. If students do the
writing in class, walk round and offer help
where necessary. Encourage students to use
their dictionaries. Set a certain time limit, for
example 10 minutes.

With regard to correction, try these approaches:
• Put students into pairs and ask each one to

correct their partner’s work.
• When you go through students’ answers, make

notes of sentences containing major errors. 
• In a follow-up session, write these sentences on

the board or hand them out as a photocopy
(without the name of the person who made the
error). Ask the class to correct the sentences.

• When correcting written work, devise symbols for
different types of errors, for example G for
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grammar, and Sp for spelling. Give students a
photocopied handout of these symbols. Make sure
that students write out incorrect sentences correctly.

• These tasks make ideal homework activities. 

8 CLIL in English
Student’s Book Page 4
In this section, the cross-curricular aspects of the
central theme of the Unit are explored. The title of
each CLIL (Content and Language Integrated
Learning) section makes this connection clear.
Titles include PSYCHOLOGY in English,
ECOLOGY in English and PEACE STUDIES
in English, as well as traditional curriculum
subjects such as PHYSICS in English and
HUMAN GEOGRAPHY in English. 

At the beginning of the notes in the Teacher’s
Guide on this CLIL section, there is a box of Key
words and expressions. These are words your
students need to know, or will have to work out the
meanings of, in order to get the most out of the
activity. There are occasional notes within this box,
suggesting words and expressions that you may
want to focus on before the students read the text.

The input material is presented in a variety of
forms – statistics, charts, graphs or lists, for example
– as well as more conventional reading texts. Often
the reading is more dense and challenging
(although it is always short), and we recommend
that the class should deal with it in a different way
from the READING texts on page 2. Group work,
with students supporting each other and adding
their own prior knowledge, is important here.
These sections are not expected to add seriously to
the students’ store of knowledge on geography or
history. It is more a question of them realising what
they already know and putting it into the new
context of learning English. As with the more
conventional reading texts on the second page of
each Unit, the texts are accompanied by vocabulary
and comprehension activities.

Cross-curricular material is more and more in
demand by teachers and syllabi. We think there is
great value in cross-curricular study, with students
using English to accomplish tasks which refer
directly to other aspects of their studies or work.

Students who excel in the particular subjects
under discussion in this section may of course find
them easier to deal with. They will even be able to
help the rest of the class who may not be as expert
at chemistry, for example, as they are. In fact the
CHEMISTRY in English information in Unit 7
may be quite easy for students who are scientists
and they should be encouraged to show the rest of
the class (and the teacher) what they know – as
long as it is in English. The advantage of this is that
these students can then help other students, for
whom chemistry is more complex. 
Using the CLIL section:
• Pre-reading activity: The first activity often

prepares the student to read the text, by
teaching relevant vocabulary items or asking
questions that will focus students’ minds on the
topic in question. Explain the task and check
comprehension. Students work individually or
in pairs or small groups to complete the task.
You may want them to look new vocabulary up
in their dictionaries. Elicit answers, teaching
new vocabulary where necessary. 

• Comprehension activities:Make sure
students understand the questions before
reading the text. Tell them not to worry about
understanding every word. They should just try
and answer the questions. Elicit answers,
correcting where necessary. 

9 CONVERSATION / YOUR TOPIC / INTERACTIVE

TASK

This section is based on the speaking tasks in the
Trinity College GESE exams. In each Unit there is
one of three tasks: CONVERSATION, YOUR
TOPIC or INTERACTIVE TASK. Students are
often referred to a Language Bank in this section,
since it will practise a function that is relevant to
the task. Go through the Language Bank with
students, reading the language out and asking
students to repeat it. Ideally, students should then
do the exercise that follows.
Using CONVERSATION:
As its title suggests, this requires students to discuss
certain aspects of a topic in pairs for up to five
minutes. 
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• Make sure that the students understand the
questions they are going to discuss. 

• Pre-teach any new vocabulary and expressions
necessary for the discussion.

• In order to integrate the Language Bank
function into the conversation task, it can be
helpful to choose two students to discuss the
questions. Encourage them to use phrases from
the Language Bank as a model for other
students. 

• Put students into pairs to discuss the questions.
Walk round and listen and note major errors.

• Ask one or two pairs to re-enact their
conversation in front of the class. Ask students
to listen and note two things they liked about
the conversation or agreed with, and two
mistakes that they heard.

• Go through major errors and write the correct
versions on the board.

• In a follow-up session, ask students to go
through the conversation again with a different
partner. This is a good way to revise the
language.

Using YOUR TOPIC:
Students are progressively prepared to talk on a
given subject for up to two minutes. They are
taught to make notes and then give their talk, and
also to listen attentively to others in their group as
they do the same. 
• Go through the relevant Language Bank as

outlined in CONVERSATION above. Elicit
from students ways of incorporating the
functional language into their talk.

• Pre-teach any new vocabulary and expressions
necessary for the talk.

• Put students into pairs or groups to make notes
in preparation for their talk.

• Students give their talks in pairs or groups.
Walk round and note major errors.

• Ask two or three confident students to stand up
and give their talk. Ask students to listen and
note two things they liked about the
conversation or agreed with, and two mistakes
that they heard.

• Go through major errors and write the correct
versions on the blackboard.

• For homework, ask students to write up their
talk.

Using INTERACTIVE TASK:
A student is required to take the responsibility for
maintaining interaction in a discussion for up to
five minutes.
• Go through the relevant Language Bank as

outlined in CONVERSATION above. Elicit
from students ways of incorporating the
functional language into their talk.

• Put students into pairs or groups to make notes
in preparation for the task. It can be helpful to
ask one of the more confident groups to go
through the task. As they do so, make notes of
helpful new vocabulary and phrases.
Afterwards, elicit / teach these items.

• Students then go through the task. 
• Proceed as outlined above at the same stage in

the CONVERSATION notes.

10 Your answer:
And finally, we come back to The BIG question
which started the Unit. Students will now be in a
much better position to answer it. To prove this,
we recommend that, before you start using the
book with your class, you experiment by reading
The BIG question of a particular Unit and
making a note of what your answer would be on
first reading. Then read and listen to the Unit
content, and read the question again. Is there
anything you would change or add? We think so,
and we are sure that students will benefit from
this approach.

As usual with QSE activities, this section offers
guidance, and even lists opinions that the students
might feel happy to express themselves. Some
students will of course prefer to express themselves
in their own words, but the ‘example opinions’ are
valuable for equally opinionated but less articulate
students.
Using YOUR ANSWER:
• Ask students to look back to The BIG question

and the answers that they noted down. Ask
them to think about their answers for a few
minutes and whether their opinions have
changed.
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• Read out the questions and the answers or ask
students to read them out. Explain that the
answers are just examples – they don’t have to
agree with them.

• Put students into groups to discuss the questions.
Walk round and listen, noting major errors. 

• Afterwards, or alternatively, have a whole class
discussion, encouraging students to reply to
each other. 

• Point out major errors and write the corrected
versions on the board.

• Ask students if their opinions have changed
since they first answered The BIG question, and
if so, why?

• For homework, ask students to write one or two
paragraph answers to the questions.

Extended reading

The three Extended Reading Units are situated
after Units 7, 13 and 18. The reading texts here are
longer and more substantial than the texts on page
2 of the other Units. In QSE, the texts are an
extract from a novel, a newspaper article and a
biography. All three are authentic texts without
adaptation. Apart from the text itself, these two-
page Units provide activities and strategies for
coping with longer texts and encourage learners to
read for pleasure. They are paired with Progress
Check pages in the Workbook.

Glossary

At the back of the Student’s Book there is a
monolingual Glossary section. This contains
approximately 800 head words, with English-
language explanations in the style of popular
learner’s dictionaries. This does not replace a
dictionary, which students will need and should use
frequently, but it does provide a quick reference to
the most difficult vocabulary in a lexically rich book.
There is a fuller Unit-by-Unit Wordlist without
explanations at the back of the Workbook.

Language Banks

There are Language Banks (LBs) on the cover
flaps of the Student’s Book. In this way they can be
kept open in front of the students for constant

reference. These Language Banks (LBs) also appear
in the Workbook, with accompanying exercises.
There is one LB for each of the Functions listed in
the scope and sequence of the course (see Contents
pages 4-7 of the Student’s Book). The functions
chosen for the QSE Intermediate Language
Banks equate to CEF levels B1-B2.

Students should be encouraged to use the LBs
for ready reference in speaking activities
particularly. Each LB can be used in conjunction
with many different Units of the book. However,
each one is introduced and practised for the first
time in the order of Units shown in the Contents
list. Reference to the new LB for each Unit is
usually made for the first time in Activity 4 TALK
ABOUT IT and followed up in Activity 6 YOUR
TURN TO SPEAK. Thereafter students are
expected to be able to use the LBs on their own
initiative, and when prompted in the text. 

Workbook Units

The QSE IntermediateWorkbook is designed
to be used in class or for self-study, making it ideal
for homework. The contents follow those of the
Student’s BookUnits, the aim being to reinforce
knowledge of the main themes as well as provide
further practice with vocabulary, language
structures and writing skills. There are also three
Progress Check activities, located at the same
position in the Workbook as the Extended
Reading Units are in the Student’s Book, namely
after Units 7, 13 and 18. There are four sections to
each workbook Unit. The Progress Checks use
Cambridge FCE-style exercises.

1 Language

The main grammar item is presented in
diagrammatical form, with information about rules
and explanations. This is in contrast to the
Student’s Book grammar presentation, which is
inductive. Following this, there are practice
exercises. In addition, there is usually information
and exercise material relating to a secondary
grammar item, which featured in the Student’s
Book reading text but was not focused on in the
page 1 grammar presentation.
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2 Use of English

This section has exercise material in the format of
the Cambridge FCE ExaminationUse of English
paper, mainly based on sentences from the core
texts (reading, listening or cross-curricular themes
text) of the Student’s BookUnit.

3 Writing

The writing activity is also in Cambridge FCE
format, with of course no writing model to help the
students. The choice of tasks is of the length and
type specified in various exams. The writing tasks
are diverse and include conversations, interviews,
letters, emails and for / against opinion pieces. We
hope to encourage students to appreciate the
differences in register and style that are needed when
writing for different purposes. The tasks here are
useful ideas for homework, as they follow-up work
already undertaken in the Student’s BookUnit.

4 Connections

This is another innovative and useful vocabulary
activity, which follows on from the lexis-building
activities on page 1 of the Student’s BookUnits.
There is not only more practice with the lexis of the
main topic but also an opportunity for students to
widen their awareness of related words – how words
connect. Synonyms, collocations and chunks are
highlighted here.

Role cards

This section contains the Role cards which are
required to carry out the speaking task in Activity 6
CONTROVERSY on the third page of each Student’s
BookUnit. There is more about using the Role cards
in the section on Activity 6 CONTROVERSY above.

Audio scripts

Transcripts of the listening material are provided
with track numbers of CD 1 Listening.

Wordlists

Finally, there is a list of words and collocations. The
words are listed Unit-by-Unit, alphabetically and
with a page reference.

QSE methodology

The Units are topic-based. The topics we have
chosen are genuinely affective – stimulating,
controversial and designed to make students want
to express their own views in speaking and writing
and to help them do it. Activities promote the
sharing of ideas and opinions, the aim being to
present both sides – or sometimes many sides – of a
highly debatable issue. The issues chosen are those
that affect everyone in our globalised society –
from the highly personal (exams, ambition,
education, finding a partner), to the most public of
debates (environment, oil, peace, fame).

Vocabulary enrichment

Because all the topics are real life issues, and the
input materials for them are from authentic sources,
the vocabulary range is challenging. QSE is
intentionally a rich source of new vocabulary for
students’ use. The benefit for students is that they
have to deal with language they would actually
meet in genuine written or spoken exchanges with
native English speakers.

In addition, we provide activities to help
students understand and activate new terms or
concepts, both before they read or listen and
afterwards. Then, after they have worked through
the Student’s Book activities, the Workbook
recycles and practises vocabulary items.  This too
helps learners to consolidate their knowledge and to
become more confident in using the structures and
expressions they have learnt.
Using vocabulary sections:
Students may encounter new vocabulary items in
all sections of a Unit. For example, the sentences in
the PREVIEW Language section on the first page
of every Unit may have words and phrases that are
new to students. Here are two approaches to
dealing with new vocabulary:
• Pick new words and phrases out beforehand

and pre-teach them. Writing these items on the
board in sentences is a good way to
contextualise them.

• Ask students to use their dictionaries to look up
any words they do not know as they work
through the activity.
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• For each lesson it can be helpful to decide on
your target vocabulary items. Then towards the
end of the lesson you can briefly revise them,
making sure that students have noted the items
in their notebooks, preferably in sentences.

Unit development

There is a systematic and structured development
in each Unit which follows a logical cognitive
pattern – words, ideas, grammar awareness, reading,
discussion, listening, writing, followed by the cross-
curricular (CLIL) information which relates the
topic to other subjects the students may be
studying. Finally, the wheel comes full circle and
students, older and wiser, answer the question that
started the whole thing off.

QSE  illustrations

The illustrations in this book have been carefully
chosen to be an affective resource in their own
right. They are almost entirely news-style
photographs, not included simply to decorate the
page, but to be used as a resource. As in the best of
printed and online competitive media, the pictures
are designed to draw students’ eyes when they open
the book at a particular spread.

We suggest that, especially when you look at
the opening double-page spread of the Unit, you
should start with an activity about the photos.
Students can describe them but they may also want
to comment on them. There are suggestions for
exploiting these photos in the Unit notes.

However, there may be some photos that you
may not want students to comment on, so we have
drawn your attention to the more controversial ones.
For example, the photo on page 12 of the Student’s
Book , which is a scene-setter for the reading text
about San Francisco, actually shows a gay and lesbian
parade (although the relevant banners are not shown
in the picture). This could be a talking point in its
own right. Alternatively, you may want to avoid
drawing attention to it. Similarly, in Unit 4 there is a
photograph of a dog used in a laboratory experiment.
In some cultural contexts it may not be suitable to
emphasise these pictures. In the CLIL sections there
are often graphics, diagrams and charts. Students

going on to business English qualifications, such as
the Cambridge BEC and IELTS for academic
qualifications, have to be familiar with describing and
using graphics in English.

Where it is useful and appropriate, there are
separate notes with some extra information about
the photographic material in the Unit-by-Unit
section of this Teacher’s Guide, under the
heading Picture notes.

Many forms of testing today require students to
discuss and comment on images, and the pages of
QSE provide ample opportunities for students to
develop this form of visual awareness which is
such an important part of modern literacy and
communication.

Internet sources

There are lists of Internet references for further
research in each of the Unit-by-Unit sections of this
Teacher’s Guide. We also recommend that
teachers and students take advantage of the fantastic
research and study opportunities offered by search
engines such as Google. Online sources are correct
at time of print. The publishers cannot guarantee
that websites will not change. This is the reason why
the internet links have not been printed in the
Student’s Book. Both teachers and students should
be aware that all websites and online resources are
constantly changing. They should be checked before
they are used for educational purposes. The
contents of any online references cited in this book
do not represent the opinions of or any manner of
endorsement from the publishers, who cannot be
responsible for any online content beyond their
control.

Using the Photocopiable resources

There is a full list and user notes on pages 188-189
of this Teacher’s Guide.

We hope you enjoy using Quick Smart English
Intermediate and find the ideas in this
Teacher’s Guide useful.

Ken Wilson and Mary Tomalin, London 2009
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